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Industrial robots made in Japan have
accounted for more than half of global
sales in the sector. A persistent
challenge has been the difficulty in
getting robots from different
manufacturers to work seamlessly
together. Can the unification of data in
the robotics industry realize more
efficient manufacturing sites? My dream
is to connect manufacturing facilities by
transcending the current limits of
devices, including those of robots,
sensors, and systems. In that regard,
Silicon Valley is a place that has
provided me with a lot of opportunities
to meet people and exchange ideas.
I realize that a mentality to tackle
difficulties and a commitment to taking
necessary actions will lead to desirable
change.
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w orl ts aroun dus tr y
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Mr. Go Fukino

CEO&Founder
LinkWiz Incorporated

CLICK!  Link Wiz Incorporated
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At NEC, I belong to a cross-department
Sta ccele
task force tasked with driving companyto a
wide core businesses.

Ms. Tomoka Meguro

Business Innovation Strategy
Division
Business Innovation Unit
NEC Corporation
 EC Corporation
CLICK!  N
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Building off of my experience as a
researcher, and I started a business with
two of my colleagues, an assistant
professor and a postdoctoral fellow, one
and half years ago.
Based in the University of Tokyo
Entrepreneur Plaza, I have been
proceeding with a project to develop
software for image analysis with artificial
intelligence (AI) technology. At Start Next
Innovator 2015, I was surprised by
feedback encouraging us to bring further
disruptive innovation to our business.
Based on the advice we received, our
business plan, an “AI-based analytics
system for cancer diagnostics,” was
created with the express goal of
redefining the market and technology.
I’d like to establish a laboratory for
cooperation between universities and
industry in the future, keeping
contributions to life science in mind.
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Mr. Yuki Shimahara
CEO
LPixel Inc.

CLICK!  LPixel Inc.

My duties are mainly to develop new
businesses and support innovators. The
most valuable things that I learned from
Start Next Innovator 2015 were
techniques and know-how related to the
training of innovators. These lessons are
what I’d like to bring back to NEC and
implement in practice, including a
program for recognizing the gap
between the goals one would really like
to achieve and the actual situation and
environment. My goal is to vitalize the
task force as a whole by strengthening
individuals’ abilities, which will in turn
strengthen NEC as an organization.
I’d like to form a team which is ready
and able for prompt action, including
collaboration with global bases.

t was the end of April 2015 when
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visited
Silicon Valley and announced the
Sillicon Valley-Japan Bridge
Project. Six months later, the next
generation of leading innovators
and creative leaders of venture
businesses and large enterprises
have already had an opportunity to
build ties with relevant networks in
Silicon Valley through SHIDO Next
Innovator 2015 program, which is
the first step in the Project.

Expanding the “seedbed” by
improving each system
SHIDO Next Innovator 2015 was a
program for fostering entrepreneurs,
organized by METI. In recent years,
based on the Japan Revitalization
Strategy (Growth Strategy) 2015,
various support measures for
venture businesses have been
intensified. The purpose is to create
“global venture businesses from
Japan” and also to maintain an

“ecosystem” as a seedbed of future
growth. If the virtuous cycle of the
creation of venture businesses
vitalizes the Japanese economy, it
will lead to new employment and
opportunities. Also, the globalization
of mid-ranking companies and
small and medium enterprises
(SMEs), and the creation of new
businesses by large enterprises,
will be accelerated with venture
businesses as the driving force.
METI is aiming for a society in which

innovations continue, while
constantly improving each input to
the system, including finances,
human resources, and skills.
Expectations for venture businesses
are being raised around the world.
The next innovators, who are
bravely and aggressively seeking to
participate, are already working with
the pedal to the mettle to solve
social issues and develop a global
market. This edition shares
comments by such innovators.
METI Journal
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Unearth the seeds of
potential, seek the
market frontier!

A new company, Qrio, was established through joint investments by venture capital firm World Innovation Lab
(WiL) and Sony Corporation. Qrio has planned a business, established a company, and started the development
of its product in only half a year. Such speedy operations are characteristic of a venture company. The market’s
need for “unlocking a lock with a smartphone” is increasing around the world. Let’s watch Qrio to see if it can
open a new door in the market.

From establishing Qrio to
launching its product in the
market
September 2014
Completed a prototype. Presented it to
Sony directors.

December 2014
Established Qrio, funded 60% by WiL and
40% by Sony, a few days after getting the
green-light from Sony. Planning, design, and
production by Sony, product planning,
marketing, and sales by Qrio. Crowdfunding
was launched.

The smallest smart lock ever! Freely lock and unlock with a smartphone and
keep records of use
Qrio’s smart lock has a simple structure. It can work on various types of door locks just by
being mounted with adhesive tape. It is attachable even on the door of a rental house
without causing damage. It is possible to manage multiple keys and share a key with
family and friends via a smartphone application, which unlocks and locks a lock.

“

For instance, it might normally
take at least two years to
simply go from developing a
plan to completing a product,” said
Mr. Shinichi Saijo, president of Qrio.
“Besides, if the company size is
large, I think fruitful business seeds
are highly likely to be buried within
the company.” On the contrary,
Qrio went from starting a
business to sales release in eight
months. “We couldn’t
realize that without our
strong partner, Sony.” It
was May 2014 when Mr.
Saijo proposed a business
plan for a smart lock to
Sony. Its prototype was
completed in September
2014, and then he
established Qrio, at the
same time as he was
beginning development of

Mr. Shinichi Saijo
CEO, Qrio, inc.

After graduating from the School
of Law at Waseda University, he
joined ITOCHU Corporation in
1996. He joined CyberAgent, Inc.
in 2000 and later served as COO
of CyberAgent and CEO of
CyberAgent America, Inc. After
retiring in 2012, he co-founded
venture capital firm World
Innovation Lab (WiL). He has
actively worked as CEO of Qrio,
inc. since December 2014.
 rio, inc.
CLICK!  Q

(in Japanese)
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its product, in December 2014.
Meanwhile, he worked on a
crowdfunding campaign, a method
utilizing the Internet, asking for
funds from ordinary people.
Interestingly, “It wasn’t so much
about funding,” he said, “but rather
it was utilized as a marketing
strategy.”
“We aimed to provide a new source
topic through crowdfunding, leading
to increased media coverage. Many
of our supporters were quite
enthusiastic, so that we were also
able to be the subject of a lot of
comments on social media. The
effects of crowdfunding exceeded
my expectations.”

Company size matters
little The growth process
is fun
Mr. Saijo is a General Partner of
venture capital firm WiL, which has
offices both in Japan and in Silicon
Valley, U.S.. He is also CEO of Qrio,
and is focusing on expanding the
market for smart locks. “I’m
aggressively involved in the market
expansion as an investor and
sometimes as a corporate manager.”
The applications of smart locks
have just started to expand as one
feature of smart homes in the U.S.
He thought, “Now is our chance,”
and decided to start a new business.
“I thought that if the product was
useful, at least people around me
would definitely buy it. Also, it must
be the case that not only individuals
but also businesses, such as

property management, companies
have such technological needs. My
life is a microcosm of society. So, if
I get a sense in my daily life that a
product would sell well, in my
experience, things mostly go well.”
No products in the overseas market
seem to have outstanding qualities
at present. He thought that
Bluetooth along with the security
technology of Sony to encrypt key
data could provide a product with
sufficient competitive advantage.
“The authentication technology by
using mobile phones was actually

buried within Sony,” said Mr. Saijo.
It was discovered and launched as
a smart lock.
“The development of this product
requires not only hardware
technology to produce home
electronic products but also the
technologies to develop
applications and to process crowdbased data. There are few
companies in Japan which can
perform such processes entirely
in-house. This is our biggest
advantage. The business that Qrio
is handling, including new services

Improved the products in response to
supporter feedback.

August 2015
Started shipments of Qrio Smart Lock in
Japan.

relating to smart houses, will be
expanding.”
Company size doesn’t matter for
him. “The process of growing is the
most fun part,” said Mr. Saijo. One
of the most important conditions for
connecting the aspirations of a
large enterprise and a venture
company must be this “joy of
growth.”

Establishing an ecosystem through Japanese-style
creation and development of startups!
Toward the creation of a more affluent
and vibrant Japan, one important
challenge as stated by the Japan
Business Federation (Keidanren) is
“developing new core industries.” The
development of startups and also
cooperation with established
companies are expected to be driving
forces for facing this challenge. Having
the Committee on New Business and
Medium Enterprises at its core,
Keidanren started establishing
strategies for mutual cooperation
among large enterprises, startups,
universities, and venture capital firms.
Keidanren has been proceeding with
the development of an “ecosystem”
involving cycles of technology, human
resources, and finance.
One specific action is “promoting
cooperation with local startups.”
For example, in cooperation with the

Startup City Promotion Consortium,
which is mainly organized by Fukuoka
City, which is also a National Strategic
Special Zone for Global Startups &
Job Creation, Keidanren held a pitch
event named Japan Startup Selection
in November 2015, supporting
business matching between the local
area and the Tokyo Metropolitan area.
Also, with the University of Tokyo,
Keidanren is jointly preparing for the
establishment of the Conference of
the University of Tokyo and Keidanren
for Fostering Startups. The meeting
will aim to establish strategies to
accelerate the creation and
development of startups by
intensifying cooperative activities,
including utilizing the results of
collaborative research and uniting the
technology and human resources of
both companies and universities.

At a meeting in Fukuoka city, Keidanren
announced a joint declaration for the
creation of start-up companies and other
related entities

CLICK!
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Two-hour classes filled with
discoveries, driven by students
finding challenges and seeking
solutions by themselves
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Shohei Kuroda, president of Classes 3&4 Co.,
took the lead to skillfully bring the company’s
employees together (photo of Shohei in upper
left). Each group developed presentations full of
originality and ingenuity. Although at first
shrinking from pointed questions from adults,
the children improved their ways of making
appeals, by practicing again and again.
They showed progress.

S

choolchildren’s active voices
practicing PR can be heard
here and there from the
classroom. “We came up
with a design with an image of the
Ohme Marathon!” “By arranging
plum blossoms, we express the
characteristics of Ohme.” In
admiration of the children’s
presentations, the judges,
comprising city officials responsible
for education, persons in charge
from supporting enterprises,
parents, and community members,
said, “What a good idea you have
come up with!” and, “Your concept
came through to us.” On the other
hand, some advice to the children
was a little bit harsh, for example,
“Do you think that anyone who
sees this design for the first time
can correctly understand what you

mean?” and, “If you explain it in a
step-by-step manner, you will be
able to convince the audience.”
On October 23, 2015, the fifth
graders at Ohme Daisan Elementary
School were participating in a
program in which they competed to
come up with good design ideas for
“Ohme brand products” using
Japanese cypress wood from
region. This program was
conducted as a model class for the
Entrepreneurship Education
Promotion Project. A total of four
classes were divided into two
“companies,” named Classes 1&2
Co., and Classes 3&4 Co., with
each made up of 12 groups.
“Company employees” belonging to
these groups, of which there were
24 in total, generated concepts and
designs for products to take part in

The number of enterprises that go into
business every year in Japan is about
100,000. The Japan Finance Corporation
(JFC), which provides funds to about 20,000
out of those 100,000 enterprises, has
sponsored Creativity Unlimited: High School
Student Business Plan Grand Prix since
2013, which explores “if we can make use of
our experiences and know-how for
entrepreneurship education as a start-up
support institution.”

The main feature of the Grand Prix is that it
requires not just ideas but business plans “at
a level equivalent to those that entrepreneurs
in actual society compile.” This means that
high school students must create persuasive
plans, integrating various elements including
not only business resources such as human
and material resources but also the
formulation of revenue and expenditure plans
for sales and profits, their understanding of
the market size, appropriate unit prices, and
necessary skills.

this competition. Ultimately, the first
prize design chosen by a vote is to
be commercialized in January 2016
as dishes made of Japanese
cypress wood. Truly serious
business is progressing, where the
children themselves are being
involved in the flow of production,
from the establishment of a
company, the issuing of shares,
advertising activities, and sales, to
the settlement of accounts.

We took into account
various voices gathered
from the community in
developing our products
Shohei Kuroda served as president
of Classes 3&4 Co.
“Our activities started with market
research in September. In the
corner of a supermarket, which was
lent to us, we gathered hints for
developing products by asking
various customers. Based on our
research results, each group
thought up designs. Whenever I
went out, I also became conscious
of the designs of various logos in
my daily life.”

Despite such challenges, many plans
including those that were awarded the first
and second Grands Prix were of a high-level
quality. The high school students were able
to firmly take ownership of their own
educational and personal growth, saying,
“I want to be involved in company management
in the future,” “I can understand that money
is really important,” and, “Through formulating
plans, I realized that I might be able to
contribute to our local community.”

As all of these activities were firsttime experiences for the children,
they repeatedly went through a
process of trial and error: “We
worked hard so as not to lose to
Classes 1&2.” So, Mr. President,
how was your experience? “As I
studied about our community,
Ohme grew on me much more.
Actually, it was very hard for me to
overcome my nervousness during
the presentation,” he laughed.
And, the initiator of this project, Mr.
Hiroaki Sato, principal of the
elementary school, said, “The
important things for children are to
communicate with many people, to
try to figure out and express what
they think, and not to wait, but to
proactively act. Children usually
tend to remain passive at school.
Therefore, I want children to have
the experience of creating things on
their own, which they would never
learn about in standard classes.
That’s why I have been preparing

this project in partnership with
MYTOY Co., Ltd.”
Mr. Sato continued, “I think it is
essential for each child to know
how to process and disseminate
what they have learned when they
live as a member of society. I want
to create an educational
environment where a program like
this is not unique but is well
established as something ordinary.”

 ncouragement of
CLICK!  E

entrepreneurship education
that fosters “a zest for life”
(in Japanese)

Love for the
local community
and a can-do spirit
are growing

Mr. Hiroaki Sato
Principal of Ohme
Daisan Elementary
School

Out of 207 high schools, one proposal
themed “Donation” emerged at the best
The second Grand Prix winning plan was
“Butterfly Effect: Your one yen coins will save
the world,” created by students at Aichi
Prefectural Gojo Senior High School. The theme
was “How to establish a culture of donation in
Japan.” Its impressive content was recognized
and appreciated. In the speech delivered after
the awarding of the prize, one of the students
said, “Our desire to change the world from
Japan was so strong that it led us here.”

 igh School Student Business
CLICK!  H

Plan Grand Prix (in Japanese)
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Various kinds of support are available.

Support Measures

Ventures grow autonomously and fly skyward. In order to strengthen the infrastructure to realize this, various
strategies are being developed. Let’s take a look at the contents of some of the major measures from four
viewpoints: “provision of opportunities,” “budget-based projects,” “capital for growth,” and “tax systems.”

Provision of
opportunities

Giving ventures more of a leading role!

Budget-based
projects

Finding human resources who can lead innovation

Continuing to produce human resources who can lead
innovation is necessary to keep innovation going. As part of
the efforts to accelerate this, a program for fostering
innovators, SHIDO Next Innovator 2015, was held by
venture capital firm World Innovation Lab (WiL) and Deloitte
Touche Tomatsu LLC from May through November 2015.
A program in Japan and Silicon Valley (refer to page 4) was
developed, and 122 people participated in the domestic
program. Opportunities to assimilate the “spirit” and
“techniques” that are necessary for innovators were
provided through practical lectures and practice to identify
issues and create solutions.
And, the human resources who will launch the creation of
new businesses meet those who support them and share
their know-how. An effort to promote the formation of such
networks is the Program for Fostering Human Resources
Who Can Evaluate and Support Venture Businesses for the
Creation of New Businesses. In the Program, experts
support venture businesses as model projects before their
full establishment or from the initial phase of their
establishment. And the program increases their possibilities
for growth and leads them to helpful connections such as
partnerships with other companies and investment from
venture capital firms. It also fosters support for human
resources by broadly sharing know-how that is obtained in
the process. It aims to increase the number of ventures.
 HIDO Next Innovator 2015 (in Japanese)
CLICK!  S

In Silicon Valley, participants received a lot of practical experience at the sites
of state-of-the-art ventures; for example, they visited local entities such as
Salesforce.com Co., Ltd., Stanford University, and investors and made
presentations on their business plans.

Companies which will lead the Japan of the future, united!
A new era ushered in by the establishment of the awards
The left photo shows a scene from the awards ceremony for
the Nippon Venture Awards, in which Prime Minister Abe and
the METI Minister also participated. The Prime Minister
stated his expectation for a shining Japan at the center of
the world as a superpower of entrepreneurs. One important
evaluation point is “can-do spirit.” Six companies were
selected according to an emphasis on motivations for
entrepreneurship and possibilities for growth in the future.

Society as a whole should generate
starting points for knowledge and
actions to create ventures. Having
such a goal, the Venture Business
Creation Council, for which METI
serves as secretariat, was
established in September 2014. It
comprises various entities such as
companies, individuals, and
organizations that support the
“Pronouncement about Venture
Business (Ventures intend to try
new efforts as companies: not only
entrepreneurship but also innovation
in existing large enterprises),”
compiled by the Expert Meeting on
Venture Business. The Council sets
forth five pillars for its activities: the
promotion of collaboration between
existing enterprises and ventures;
the creation of ventures starting
from existing enterprises; the
Nippon Venture Awards; the
promotion of human resource

development and education for
entrepreneurs; and policy proposals
toward the promotion of ventures.
For example, the Nippon Venture
Awards, under which the Prime
Minister’s Award has been included
for the first time for such venturerecognition programs, selected its
first winners in January 2015.
Among 153 entries from around the
country, euglena Co., Ltd., which is
a venture company established by
the University of Tokyo, won the
Prime Minister’s Award (the Nippon
Venture Award). Additionally,
Cyberdyne Inc. and Daiwa House
Industry Co., Ltd. were selected for
the METI Minister’s Award
(Partnership of Venture Businesses
and Large Enterprises), Coiney Inc.
for the METI Minister’s Award
(Female Entrepreneur), Spiber Inc.
for the Special Jury Award
(Encouragement of Regional

Economies), and CrowdWorks Inc.
for the Special Jury Award (WorkStyle Innovation).
In February 2015, the Japan Open
Innovation Council (JOIC), for which
the New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development
Organization (NEDO) serves as
secretariat, was established. The
Organization holds workshops and
lecture meetings, disseminates
information through its website, and
issues the Open Innovation White
Paper for members to share
information such as cases of success
from inside and outside Japan.
Like these, opportunities to create
“ventures that can win in the world”
are steadily being developed.
 apan Open Innovation
CLICK!  J

Council (in Japanese)

Capital for
growth

Significantly increase the
number of ventures by
strengthening the environment
for financing!

Business startup and closure rates in Japan remain at
around five percent at present. The Japan Revitalization
Strategy aims to push them up to the “10% range,” on a par
with the rates in the US and the UK. So, the strengthening
of the environment for investment is progressing.
1

Innovation Network Corporation of Japan

In the case of small-scale supporting investments for ventures
(less than one billion yen), procedural formalities have been
eliminated. We have attempted to increase the amount of support
and to make quick decisions. And, we have attempted to expand
the range of support and to develop the venture capital industry
with investments in private venture funds.

2

Organization for Small & Medium Enterprises and
Regional Innovation, JAPAN

It has promoted the investment business for funds investing in
SMEs and venture companies. We have facilitated the supply of
capital for growth and expanded hands-on support.

METI Journal
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For eliminating anxiety
during the path to growth

One preferential tax system for “individuals” who support
companies that have just been newly established is “angel
taxation.” It provides for preferential treatment A (tax reduction
through deductions for stock investments) for companies less
than three years old and preferential treatment B (tax
reduction through deductions for capital gains from stock
investments) for companies less than 10 years old.
The Tax System for Promoting Companies’ Investments in
Venture Businesses provides tax incentives for the provision
of financial aid by venture funds focusing on support for
management. Up to 80% of the amount invested can be
counted as a nontaxable expense. We contribute to the
solution of issues that ventures face in the process of
growing such as financing and capital-business alliances.

Promoting Companies’ Investment
in Venture Business Taxation
Investment
Company

3

Japan Finance Corporation (JFC)

It has supported the financing of SMEs and venture companies
that establish or launch new businesses, for example, a “new
startup loan program” available for start-up founders without
security or guarantees and “loans as capital” for venture
companies which supply capital-like funds to entrepreneurs
without security or guarantees.

CLICK!  Japan Finance Corporation (JFC)
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Tax

Certified
venture
funds

Venture company
in the business
expansion phase

Support measures on taxation

Contributing to loss
reserves through tax
deductibles

Angel taxation
CLICK!  
(in Japanese)

Business trips and
hands-on support
(Instruction on
management and
technologies)
 romoting companies’
CLICK!  P

investment in venture business
taxation (in Japanese)
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---First, please tell me about each
of your roles.
Takatani: The roles of the New
Business Policy Office of the
Economic and Industrial Policy
Bureau are to create new industries
and employment and to establish
an environment which allows the
perpetual establishment of venture
companies which can create
innovation that cannot be done by
existing organizations. To realize
this goal, we have spearheaded
support programs for venture
businesses and the development of
various systems, and the results are
steadily appearing. However, the
number of people who want to start
or attempt new businesses is still
low. So we have proceeded to
develop an “environment for
praising active and innovative
people,” for example, through the
establishment of the Nippon Venture
Awards, through which the Prime
Minister recognizes Japan’s
outstanding venture businesses.
Additionally, we have proceeded
with the establishment of a self-

perpetuating venture ecosystem
that naturally produces venture
businesses.
Specifically, we are fostering and
constructing networks of “human
resources who can evaluate venture
businesses and support them”
including encouraging venture
capital (VC) representatives to
support new business startups.
Moreover, we have developed
policies with a global perspective;
for example, this year (FY2015) we
began the Sillicon Valley-Japan
Bridge Project, to foster world-class
innovators.
Kawakami: The Innovation and
Industry-University Collaboration
Division of the Industrial Science
and Technology Policy and
Environment Bureau, which I belong
to, works to “bring about innovation
in Japan.”
Recently, in addition to large
companies, we have been focusing
on venture businesses. We have
begun a “support program for
R&D-type venture businesses,” in
cooperation with NEDO (New

Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization). The
main pillar in the program is handson support from certified VC firms,
through which VC firms are creating
management and financing
strategies with entrepreneurs.
Strong VC firms in the US have
already expanded into Japan, and
good changes are occurring.
Kanazashi: The role of the Cabinet
Secretariat is to arrange venture
policies that each ministry pursues
as a comprehensive strategy. In
particular, METI, which engages in
industrial development, and the
Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT), which holds jurisdiction
over universities, play major roles in
support for venture businesses and
innovation policies regarding
science and technology. Moreover,
the Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare (MHLW) are addressing
biotechnology and the development
of medicine, and the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism (MLIT) have focused on

METI | Comments by personnel in charge

Developing bases enables people to
try venture businesses and produces
a virtuous cycle!
The force leading Japan. The direction of support for venture businesses is clear.
Personnel in charge of the promotion of measures, Shinya Takatani of the Economic and
Industrial Policy Bureau, Satoshi Kawakami of the Industrial Science and Technology Policy
and Environment Bureau, and Hisashi Kanazashi of the Japan Economy Revival General Office
Bureau of the Cabinet Secretariat talk about the front line support for venture businesses.

Assistant Director,
New Business Policy Office
and Assistant Director,
Industrial Finance Division,
Economic and Industrial
Policy Bureau

Mr. Hitoshi
Kanazashi

Officer
Japan Economy
Revival General
Bureau,
Cabinet Secretariat

Mr. Satoshi Kawakami
Assistant Director,
Innovation and Industry-University
Collaboration Division,
Industrial Science and Technology
Policy and Environment Bureau

The New Business Policy
Office aims to form an
ecosystem to continue to
generate and nurture
venture businesses and is
implementing efforts such
as the construction of
networks for supporting
human resources, the
development of taxation to
promote investment in
venture businesses, and
fostering entrepreneurs.

 ew businesses
CLICK!  N

and venture
businesses
(in Japanese)
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Continuation
of support
policies

Connect

Expand

Development of
supporting environments

Existing
companies

Venture
capital

Universities

Expansion into
the world

The venture policies which the government has
implemented started with the development of
venture businesses and then expanded to the
improvement of supporting environments. And now,
the scope of the policies is expanding into regions
and around the world, and state-of-the-art
innovation ecosystems and the creation of
innovation using hidden regional resources are
attracting attention. Moreover, in the future, it will be
necessary to organically connect venture policies
that have been individually implemented by various
organizations and to continue to implement
necessary policies.

Develop
Development of
venture businesses

new technologies from venture
businesses in the field of disaster
recovery, and variations on such
support have spread. Not only are
there direct measures for venture
businesses, but there are also many
programs related to venture
businesses. An important task for
the Cabinet Secretariat is to find
ways to connect appropriate
programs to venture businesses.

Fostering venture
businesses with an
“ecosystem” and
developing them
“globally”
--- Collaboration between venture
businesses and large enterprises
is expected, isn’t it?

Mr. Shinya Takatani

Support for venture businesses
“Four key terms”

Continue

Takatani: The Venture Business
Creation Council was established in
September 2014 and it has
established a system to promote
the development of new venture
businesses from within existing
companies, undertaking business
collaborations with large enterprises
and M&A. Although venture fads
have occurred several times in the
past, there was no ecosystem for
producing venture businesses or for
collaboration with large enterprises.
This time, we aim to develop the
environment to connect the people
who can support venture
businesses to the right venture
businesses. We think this is the key
feature of our measures at this time.
Kanazashi: At present, business
models are starting to dramatically
change. Therefore, the attitudes of
large enterprises are not the same

as in the past. However, it is difficult
for large enterprises to change from
the inside, so measures connecting
them to new, external activity and
for encouraging M&A with venture
companies by large enterprises are
also applicable. We think this
provides venture businesses with
more exit strategies besides just
IPOs (Initial Public Offering).
Kawakami: Also from the
perspective of support for research
and development, collaboration
between large enterprises and
venture businesses is very
meaningful. Connecting technology
seeds hidden in large enterprises to
venture businesses can bring
breakthroughs in new technological
innovation. “Open innovation,”
which is connecting technologies
and ideas both from inside and
outside Japan including those of
research institutions affiliated with
universities is an important key point
for developing venture businesses.
In that regard, changing the attitudes
of related parties will also be a key
point in the future. Major roles are
being played increasingly by venture
businesses rather than large
enterprises. And we support not only
the development of technologies but
also the development of business
models. We have proceeded with
the development of an environment
for venture businesses support,
staying in contact with NEDO almost
every day.
Kanazashi: And, “global” is also an
important point. We have sent 20
innovators to Silicon Valley in the US
as the first step in the Sillicon ValleyJapan Bridge Project. This is a
program that aims to foster
entrepreneurs who have global

viewpoints including an interest in
expanding into global markets. We
aim to encourage venture
companies which have tended to
stay in the domestic market to
become operators who can conduct
business world-wide. In Silicon
Valley, there is a movement “from
the Internet to the real world,” and
we think technology-related venture
businesses in Japan also have the
chance to play major active roles in
this.
--- Lastly, please tell us about your
enthusiasm for future programs.
Kawakami: Many cases of success
are appearing also from among
venture businesses started by
universities, and the trends in
venture businesses are certainly
changing. We think we will make
efforts to ensure that support such
as hands-on support becomes
more common, to continue and
accelerate such trends.
Takatani: At first, we would like to
make systems that foster the seeds
of innovation hidden in large
enterprises and universities so that
as many of those seeds as possible
can be commercialized. And we
would like to realize “a virtuous
cycle for creating venture
businesses,” in which success
makes it possible to face more
challenges through collaboration
and to continue really necessary
policies, in order to make recent,
strong venture businesses
development to be not only a short
term phenomenon.
Kanazashi: The government would
like to create an innovative policy
package by effectively using
“vertical functions” which deepen
expertise, and “horizontal functions”
which accelerate fusion within
fields. We will change the world so
that all people, including young
people, women, and the elderly can
try something for the future in both
urban and rural areas. We think this
is our most important mission.
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